Unified Cloud Management on HyperCloud™
The cloud model is increasingly becoming the strategic cornerstone of businesses enabling them to be nimble and
cost efficient. However, organizations have to choose a single cloud environment, either public or private - multi-cloud
environment considerations come with enormous challenges of managing multiple deployment models and
technology stacks, governance, enforcing policies to prevent sprawl and ensuring IT costs are at bay.
As organizations look at
strategic priorities for 2017,
close to 50%* of them report
that IT automation in a
hybrid cloud and/or
virtualization environment is
their focus moving forward.
To manage such a diverse
environment effectively, IT
will need a powerful tool to
retain oversight and control,

Figure 1: Single management pane for 18+ public and private clouds

one that can still allow DevOps the flexibility to pick the best fit, from either public or private cloud environments for
applications needs.
HyperGrid™ HyperCloud™ Is the only consumption-based, enterprise cloud service that delivers highly-simplified multicloud management capabilities for applications. It provides governance-based DevOps management, application
orchestration, and automated self-provisioning for infrastructure, VMs, applications or containers on any of the 18+
public and private clouds supported. With HyperCloud, IT can maintain business compliance, eliminate shadow IT and
enable rapid business innovation.

KEY BENEFITS
Choice and flexibility: IT can use both public AND

Speed & Agility: Self-provisioning of IT-blessed

private cloud for apps both traditional and cloud-

apps and infrastructure delivered in minutes,

native

not days

Governance: Automated policy enforcement

Reduce Costs: Cohesive utilization and expense

allows IT to prevent VM sprawls and shadow IT

monitoring allowing optimized use of resources

The HyperCloud Advantage
Consumption economics
HyperCloud is the industry’s only application centric enterprise cloud service, delivered in a pay as you go model!
Holistic Management Capabilities
A centralized console to manage resources, workloads, and operations across the multiple clouds, ensuring secure use
of public clouds
Container Management
Invest in a platform that supports containers. Ability to containerize legacy applications and a self-service application
library also allows organizations to bridge the skill-set gap

* From TechTarget survey on IT priorities 2017 A mix of forward looking and traditional tech

Avoid Cloud Lock-in
With HyperCloud IT can prioritize business needs and have the flexibility of choosing the cloud that works best.
HyperCloud provides the security, control and governance imperative to a multi-cloud environment

Unified Management with HyperCloud
With HyperCloud, organizations can automate not just the VM or application provisioning, but the approval workflows
and granular entitlements needed to provide personalized services to meet unique IT and business needs. Quota and
cost metering policies allow organizations to enforce appropriate usage of infrastructure with show back reports to
track the cost of infrastructure and container services.
Eliminating silos.
Both traditional and cloud native applications can
be containerized, managed and deployed with a
single tool, bridging the needs of both developers
and IT Ops. Containerizing applications allows for
portability between the different environments.
Automating application lifecycle.
Model, deploy, update, backup, and monitor apps
in seconds. Seamless workload migration across
environments, including physical to virtual (P2V),
virtual to virtual (V2V) and Lift, Containerize, and
Shift (LCS) migration services.
Hyper-charge application development
Drastically reduces the amount of time to
provision infrastructure and deploy/manage
applications, eliminating manual processes that
create IT bottlenecks. Access to monitoring,
Figure 2: Holistic Management with HyperCloud™

backup, in-browser terminals, log analysis, scale in
or out, continuous delivery workflows and

application updates to speed up DevOps processes.

Summary
HyperCloud gives IT choice and flexibility to serve traditional and modern application environment on any cloud while
preserving control and compliance.
Start a free trial of HyperCloud today. Get a complete solution delivered and pay for only what you use.

Getting Started
To learn more write to us at info@hypergrid.com
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